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Beauiful Cinque Terre

Comprehensive
& Relax Pace

Itinerary

Accommodation

Day 1 Meals on Board

Day 2
Meals on Board, Milanese Lunch

MILAN – SIRMINONE – VENICE REGION

Meals
7 Breakfast | 2 Lunch | 3 Dinner

Tour Highlights
Cinque Terre : Picturesque fishing villages
San Gimigano : The City of Fine Towers
Assisi : The birthplace of St. Francis
Designer Outlet Noventa Di Piave
Florence :  UNESCO World heritage Site

Specialty Meals 
4 Course Florentine Steak Dinner + Red Wine ,
Milanese Lunch 

10D7N D'BELLO ITALY 
ESBI10Validity Period: Apr-Oct 24

Assemble at Changi Airport for flight to Milan, Italy

Milan - The Fashion capital of Italy 
Castello Sforzesco - Built in the 15th century,
initially used as a military citadel, it was converted as
a residence for the Dukes of Milan.
La Scala Opera House - One of the most famous
opera houses in the world
Galleria Vittorio Emanuele - The living room of
Milan as what the locals call, known for its Italian
Fashion brands and cafes 
Duomo of Milan - See the majestic cathedral with its
grandiose Gothic façade and one of the largest in the
world. 
Sirmione  - A stop at one of the towns along the lake,
Garda where the castle still stands today. 

SINGAPORE - MILAN

2



Venice

Florence

Venice Islands - Take a private water taxi to the
famous City of Canals and see the sights of its
monuments
Bridge of Sighs - One of the famous bridges in
Venice 
Piazza San Marco - The largest and the most
important square in Venice where Napoleon once
called it the drawing room of Europe
Doge’s Palace - Once the residence and political
offices of the leaders of Venice
St. Mark’s Basilica - A magnificent Byzantine
style basilica on the square
Torre dell’ Orologio - A clock tower and its large
astronomical Clock, standing over an arch that
leads into one of the main shopping street of the
city. 
Campanile - The bell tower of Venice and was
used as a lighthouse centuries ago 
Murano Glass Making Factory - The art of glass
blowing , a long tradition that passed through
generations in Venice that mustn’t miss
Noventa Outlet - A 150 stores factory outlet for
your shopping spree. Brands includes Adidas,
Gucci, Furla, Karl Lagerfeld, Burberry, Prada and
many more.

Optional: Gondola Ride experience, maximum 5
pax per gondola. 

Day 3
VENICE REGION - NOVENTA OUTLET
- VENICE REGION 
Breakfast

Florence - A UNESCO World Heritage site and the
birthplace of the Renaissance
Piazza del Duomo - The heart of the city , admire
the main monuments of the historic center
Duomo di Firenze - View the city grand cathedral
with its magnificent Renaissance dome 
Baptistry of Saint John - Dedicated to Florence’s
patron saint , St. John the Baptist
Piazza della Repubblica - One of the main square
since Roman times 
Piazza della Signoria - The center of political life
since the 14th century. Today, it holds a copy of
Michelangelo's David statue
Palazzo Vecchio - The town hall of the city with
its clock tower
Ponte Vecchio - Also known as Old Bridge , the
only bridge across the river Arno in the city until
the 13th Century. 

Day 4
Breakfast, 4 Course Florentine Steak + Wine Dinner

VENICE – FLORENCE – TUSCANY 

Cinque Terre - a string of five old fishing villages
perched high on the Italian Riviera in the region
Liguria. Visit two of its most enchanted beautiful
villages - Vernazza , and Manarola.

 

Day 5
TUSCANY - LA SPEZIA - TUSCANY
Breakfast



Assisi -The birthplace of St. Francis , one of
Italy’s patron saints. Visit one of the best-
preserved medieval squares in all of Italy, the
Piazza del Comune is the focal point of the
town of Assisi
Optional excursion  : Civita Di Bagnoregio 
 Perched on a hilltop , only accessible via a
pedestrian bridge .

Day 7
Breakfast, Lunch

TUSCANY - ASSISI  -   ROME

Day 8
Breakfast, Chinese  Dinner

ROME

Rome - Italy's capital and the largest city with a
huge concentration of history and monuments
Colosseum - See the ancient entertainment
center of ancient Rome , where gladiator fights
held with a capacity of 70,000 spectators 
Roman Forum - Ancient Roman’s marketplace
Piazza di Spagna - A square where the famous
Spanish Steps is located. Also a shopping
district in the city.
Trevi Fountain - The most famous and Rome’s
largest Baroque fountain, you can toss a coin
and make a wish.
Piazza Venezia - See the towering impressive
monument dedicated to the first King of Italy ,
Victor Emmanuel II. 
The Vatican City - Independent city stated in
the heart of Rome. 
St Peter’s Basilica - The largest Church in the
world which was built in the 16th century. See
one of Michelangelo’s masterpiece, The Pieta. 

Pisa - A city and a commune in Tuscany region 
Piazza del Miracoli - A UNESCO World
Heritage site
Baptistery of Saint John - The largest
baptistery in Italy from the 13th century 
The Bell  Tower - See The icon of Pisa. 
Pisa Duomo - See one of the wonders of Italy, it
was the biggest cathedral in Europe for almost
a century
San Gimignano- One of the most beautiful
medieval hill towns of Italy with a dreamlike
landscape surrounding, and is also known as
the Town of Fine Towers 
Optional Excursion : Siena - One of the most
beautiful medieval cities in Italy 

Day 6
Breakfast, Dinner

TUSCANY - PISA – SAN GIMIGANO - 
TUSCANY 

The Icon Of Pisa - The Bell Tower

Trevi Fountain , Rome



NOTES

Min. group size for confirmed departure: 15 pax
The sequence of the itinerary, flight schedules and
hotels are subject to change without prior notice in
the event of unforeseen circumstances
Accommodations are based on the local star rating
Factory Outlet may be replaced with another
outlet to enhance the flow of itinerary
Activities are subjected to weather conditions
During major events, accommodation may be
relocated to outside of the city or in another city
without prior notice.
Optional Excursions: Additional activities that
complement your holidays will be at your own
decision and are entirely optional.

Minimum group size may apply 
Suggested Excursions:
         Gondola : 150 Euros per gondola ( 5 pax in
one gondola)

Siena : 55 Euros
Civita Di Bagnoregio : 75 Euros

10D7N – EURO 80.00 per person

Tipping Guidelines

Thank you very much for choosing Nam Ho
Travel as your preferred agent for your vacation.

We hope to see you soon in near future. 

Day 10 SINGAPORE

Says goodbye to Italy as its time to transfer to the
airport for your flight home 

Day 9
Breakfast

ROME - SINGAPORE 

San Gimignano

Piazza del Duomo

Gondolas of Venice

Meals on Board


